Engaging with children and parents with complex needs – a systems approach

Emerging Minds resources:

- **Supporting children in families with complex needs: Nine tips for practitioners who feel out of their depth**, Rhys Price-Robertson and Courtney Schuurman, 2019  

- **Keeping children visible in practice responses to family and domestic violence**, Dan Moss and Chris Dolman, 2018  

Online resources:

- Example of a privacy policy from Relationships Australia SA which enables quality improvement and audit using information about clients: www.rasa.org.au/privacy


- The Family DOORS tool (including the DOOR 1 by Jenn McIntosh) and free app access: www.familydoors.com/

- Chris Mackey podcast on *We All Wear It Differently* about using data in his practice:  
  https://weallwearitdifferently.com/2017/06/drchrismackey/

- Scott Miller on *Shrink Rap* radio about the evidence base for therapy and counselling:  
  https://shrinkrapradio.com/66-what-really-works-in-therapy/

- Scott Miller’s blog and access to tools for using client feedback in practice:  
Engaging with children and parents with complex needs – a systems approach

- Australian Institute Family Studies (AIFS) practice guides on doing evaluation: https://aifs.gov.au/cfca/topics/evaluation
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